


   

INNOVATION 
THAT’S ALWAYS 
FULL-SPEED AHEAD.
When it comes to engineering new angles on the water, Weldcraft leads the way. For 2013, you’ll find 
more family-friendly amenities, angling-centric features and intelligent ergonomics. Naturally, you expect 
your boat to look even more spectacular on the water than it does on paper. But that’s not the ultimate 
goal of our designers. Weldcraft Boats are carefully balanced to provide the smoothest, steadiest platform 
for family fun and productive fishing. All the features are onboard: loads of storage, huge fish boxes, com-
fortable seating, and precise handling. Plus, more than enough space for an arsenal of rods and tackle. As 
fish after fish are hauled to the net, those who are meant to fish know they’re meant for Weldcraft. At the 
fast rate we’ve been going since 1968, there’s just no telling what we’re capable of next.

DESIGNED TO CATCH THE LATEST WAVE OF 
ANGLING INNOVATION.
The 201 Weldcraft Maverick has nearly 400 feet of continuous welds. The 260 Cuddy King boasts over 700 
feet. Why? Because they’re designed and built to guarantee ultimate longevity. Structural engineering is 
at the heart of every Weldcraft. Decades ago, our commitment to build the industry’s finest watercraft led 
us on a course far away from traditional boat design and technology. Through innovative thinking, state- 
of-the-art manufacturing, and the dedication of highly skilled craftspeople, a revolutionary approach and 
keen understanding of form and function evolved. Achieving the Weldcraft form, hydrodynamic shape, and 
performance attributes we demand meant raising the standards. It meant scrutinizing every detail. It meant 
more time, material, and process be integrated into every boat. The results are blatantly evident in every 
Weldcraft on the water today and backed by a warranty that proves it. Unlike most consumable goods in our 
throwaway society, welded aluminum exhibits the strength, reliability, and weight reduction characteristics 
essential for long life. Weldcraft has elevated the latest wave of angling innovation to an art.

WE’VE TACKLED THE WATER’S 
TOUGHEST CHALLENGES WITH 
A CLEAN SHEET OF ALUMINUM.  

NEW FOR 2013

198X
If you thought the days of small jet boat exhilaration were gone, think again! The 
all-new 198X from Weldcraft is making waves everywhere there are skinny rivers to 
run, shallow gravel bars to cross, and fun to be had. At the heart and soul of this boat 
is Weldcraft’s industry-leading, all-welded construction. It’s built to handle the roughest 
water while keeping everyone and everything onboard safe and dry. Powered by a 
reliable and fuel-efficient 350 EFI V8 and American Turbine SD-309 jet, the 198X gets 
up and goes in as little as two boat lengths and turns on a dime. Add the comfort and 
security of knowing there is no prop to damage and an entirely new playground is 
open for your enjoyment.

188 Rebel

240/260/280/300 Cuddy King

20/21 Sabre Inboard Jet

202 Rebel

22/24 Select Inboard Jet18/20 Renegade Inboard Jet

198X

201  Maverick 

220/240/260/280/300 Ocean King

21 Legacy Inboard Jet

It’s not an exaggerated “fish story.” Weldcraft is the most dependable of boats for the most formidable of 
anglers. In 1968 — in the small town of Clarkston, Washington, situated at the confluence of the Snake and 
Clearwater Rivers — Weldcraft cast out a monumental challenge. With determination, ingenuity and a pioneering 
spirit, we built a boat as captivating and rugged as the rivers themselves. Combining the reliability of newly 
developed water propulsion jets with the unrivaled strength of heavy-duty aluminum alloy, the new Weldcraft 
vessel could navigate tumultuous whitewater rapids and shallow bars with confidence. The gateway for explora-
tion was opened, and industry and privateers alike flocked to Weldcraft’s doors with orders in hand. Today, 
Weldcraft Marine Industries manufactures and distributes through independent marine dealers a full 
line of boats from 17’ to 30’ and accommodates all sizes of modern outboard and inboard engines. If we can 
out-craft the smartest fish with a exceptionally designed piece of aluminum, then its not hard to fathom 
why Weldcraft has innovated the art of angling -- and your experience tackling the toughest challenges 
on the water.
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220/240 Maverick DV

18/20 Angler



18/20 ANGLER                                
A WHOLE NEW ANGLE ON ANGLING FUNCTIONALITY.

OUT-MEASURES THE COMPETITION 
FROM EVERY ANGLE
The current leading competitor in this 

category trails behind the 18’ Angler. Sim-

ply put, we offer 28” of interior freeboard 

(not 27”), 34” sides (not 31”), 27-gallon 

fuel capacity (not 24), a 90” beam (not 

85”), a 130” interior deck (not 127”), and over 

72” headroom with top (vs. 70”). Not to 

mention tops with 1” square aluminum 

and metal fasteners (instead of the usual 

round tubes and plastic). Plus a slick vinyl 

side graphic that’s new to the Angler line. 

                                      weldcraftmarine.com        

18

20

18/20 ANGLER

18’ 7”

20’ 7”
90” 66” x .160” 

34” x  
.100”

18’ 7”   -   1326# 
20’ 7”   -   1451# 

18’ 7”   -   115Max HP

20’ 7”   -   150Max HP

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

18/20 ANGLER 
SPECIFICATIONS

27gal

It’s time to stop watching other boats landing fish after fish, skiing their tails off, or 

pulling the kids on their inflatable toys.  With the new Weldcraft Angler, it’s your turn to 

enjoy that kind of fun and freedom on the water.  Charting a thrilling yet affordable new 

course, the Angler boasts an 18’ 7’ or 20’7” true length and features a 66” bottom, 

34” side height and 27”-gallon gas tank. For angling that’s above and beyond, 

it maintains the standard that Weldcraft already sets for larger, heavy-gauge welded 

aluminum boats.  Measure for measure, the Angler offers full features and high 

performance at a price that makes “Best of Breed” better than ever. Since looks matter 

too, the 18’ and 20’ Anglers sport an all-new glossy granite paint finish and a full-length 

toe rail extrusion.  Optional rear marine cooler seating is available. Fully supported by 

Weldcraft’s Limited Lifetime Hull warranty, this baby is engineered to steer you to the 

top of your angling game — stylishly and affordably.  Isn’t it time you got that sporty — 

but practical — family convertible you’ve always wanted?

It’s tough, quick and agile, but owners 
continuously describe their Anglers as 
“simple.”  Easy to tow with a small truck 
or SUV, easy to load and unload even by 
yourself, and on the water, it drives like 
a dream and fishes circles around other 
boats. With the Angler, a day on the water 
doesn’t require another day of prep and 
second day of clean up. Just hook up, head 
to the water and enjoy.

SIMPLICITY
DEFINED
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NEW FOR 2013: 20’ ANGLER

20° Bow To 10° 
Variable at 
Transom

90” X  .160”
TRANSOM:



188 REBEL
THOSE WHO CAME TO FISH COME TO WELDCRAFT.

                                       weldcraftmarine.com        

WEEKENDS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME.
Take full advantage of your weekends 

and summer vacations. If you’ve never 

tried boat-in camping, your family is in 

for a treat. There are countless lakes and 

rivers where fun in the sun and complete 

solitude are easy to find. Your state’s 

Parks and Recreation Department is a 

great place to start making life more fun.

188 REBEL 

18’ 8” 92” 72” x .160” 
W/REVERSE CHINE

1360# 
24° Bow To 14° 

Variable at 
Transom

150Max HP 
92” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

188 REBEL
SPECIFICATIONS

42gal34” x 
.100”  

Once again, the 188 Weldcraft Rebel has raised the sandbar. There’s good reason for fish to 

fear the Rebel’s improved features. Namely, the 72” bottom, reverse chines, direct transom 

engine mount, and 24° bow entry vee tapering to 14° deadrise at the transom. All the necessities 

are there, too: deluxe console, pedestal seating, walk-through windshield, and wide-open 

deck. The Rebel now feature a full 34” side height and wider 92” beam for increased freeboard 

and greater stability on the water — which amounts to approximately one foot of additional 

space on the interior. Stand inside and you’ll instantly experience how comfortable and safe 

this redesign feels, particularly when you lean far over to land a fish or lend a hand. Simple and 

roomy, the Rebel offers a level of quality and value that will surprise you. It’s priced lower than 

many other boats in its class, but measures up extremely well against them — especially where 

on-the-water performance is concerned. Jump in and hang on. The Rebel is always ready to go 

up to the mountain lakes for trout, the ocean bays for crabbing, or the big rivers for salmon.

Smaller boats can have a big problem if 
they’re not built like the Rebel. Notice 
how the Weldcraft’s design provides an 
exceptionally high 34” side height and 
wide 92” beam for maximum on-the-
water safety. With about another foot 
of interior space thanks to forward 
movement of the windshield and bulk-
head, this is exactly the kind of splash 
we’re proud to make time and again. 

EXPANDED
INTERIOR 
ADDS SPACIOUSNESS 

NEWLY REDESIGNED
MORE ROOM: WINDSHIELD AND BULKHEAD MOVED FORWARD. REDESIGNED SPLASHWALL.
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202 REBEL
GIVE IT ALL WE’VE GOT.

                                      weldcraftmarine.com        

IMPORTANT MEASUREMENTS.
To standardize the measurements of all 

models in the Weldcraft line, we now list 

“length” as the total distance between 

the bow and the rear of the outback 

bracket or swim deck. Ask your Weldcraft 

dealer to assist in comparing the actual 

length of all outboard models you may 

be considering. 

202

202
REBEL

22’ 5” 92” 72” x .190” 
W/REVERSE CHINE

37.5” x  
.125”

1650#
24° Bow To 14° 

Variable at 
Transom

200Max HP

92” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

202 REBEL
SPECIFICATIONS

42gal

You may not go with the flow, but the 202 Rebel Outback sure does. It’s an exciting evolutionary step in 

the line-up for Weldcraft boats. Fishing and pleasure boat experts have designed every square inch with 

input from countless day-to-day boaters just like you. The Weldcraft Rebel is a roomy, well-appointed 

vessel with a level of quality and value that will surprise you. Other competitive models just don’t measure 

up, especially when it comes to on-the-water performance. Features like the a wide six-foot bottom, 

true reverse chine, and outback motor bracket ensure a smooth, safe, stable ride for all on board. 

From glassy-calm lakes to white-capped rivers, the 14–24° variable deadrise excels in all conditions. 

The convertible top with a full canvas enclosure is now made with the standard material other Weldcraft 

tops get, plus side curtains and backdrop — along with the full quality that makes Weldcraft a leader 

in worry-free boating. Combined with outstanding fuel economy and structural integrity, it’s easy to 

see we’ve given this boating solution our all in one powerful package. And now, for a very important 

announcement from the engineers at Weldcraft: Calling all stubborn fish.

To increase performance and 
deliver more usable interior-
room, we’ve engineered the 
202 Rebel with Weldcraft’s 
innovative Outback Bracket and 
full-width diamond tread swim 
platform. This nice feature sets 
the motor farther back, which 
provides better balance and 
improves fuel economy. Bravo! 
 

OUTBACK
BRACKET
PERFORMANCE
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“Length” measurement includes Outback Bracket



201 MAVERICK DV
NOT JUST ANOTHER DAY ON THE WATER.

                                        weldcraftmarine.com        

THE SMOOTHEST-RIDING DEEP 
VEE DESIGN
The degree of angle at the bow of any 

boat is an important factor in providing 

a smooth ride. The Maverick features 28º 

of deadrise at the bow and 18º at the 

transom. The result is an exceptional 

ability to slice through waves and wind 

chop instead of rising up and pounding 

down like other boats.

201 MAVERICK DV

22’ 1” 102”
72” x .190” 

W/REVERSE CHINE
36” x  .125” 1900# 

28° Bow To 18° 
Variable at 
Transom

250Max HP 
102” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

201 MAVERICK DV
SPECIFICATIONS

62gal

When you take off in a Maverick, the fish get one heck of a ride. Power-driven by an outboard engine 

or a MerCruiser Sterndrive, the 201 Maverick are as much fun to drive as they are to admire. The reverse 

chines create instant lift, getting the boat on plane faster with less horsepower. The bottom design holds 

so tight in the corners that even NASCAR® would be impressed. But it’s cruising and wide-open running at 

full-throttle that make hearts race — and, fish fly into your net. The ride is high and dry, smooth as silk, 

and confidently under the driver’s control. On the inside, passengers aboard the 201 Maverick will be 

pampered with sporty, deluxe new Captain’s seats featuring armrests on heavy-duty, adjustable

pedestals. For added comfort, it’s equipped with carpeted side trays and bench seating, with an optional 

bed conversion for sleeping. Anglers will appreciate the optional transom fish box/live well and available 

space for optional trolling motor or downriggers. Skiers and wake boarders will love the variable wake. 

Whether you’re lounging around with a good book, catching some rays or fish, or just admiring the 

scenery, the 201 Maverick definitely make every moment on the water as far from everyday as you can get.

The 201 Maverick now has 
added room for comfort, 
more side height to raise 
seaworthiness, plus more 
safety and security in rough 
waters. The 36” sides will 
keep everyone on board 
comfortable wherever the 
captain takes you. 

HIGHER SIDES =

HIGHER
PERFORMANCE

NOW WITH DELUXE CAPTAIN’S SEATS.
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“Length” measurement includes Outback Bracket



 

220/240 MAVERICK DV
A RIDE STEADY ENOUGH TO CAPTIVATE ANY FISH.

THE COLUMBIA, PUGET SOUND, 
COEUR D’ALENE… LOOK OUT! 
Big water. Big boat. While everyone else is 

pushed to shore when the breeze comes 

up, your Maverick never wants to quit. 

The tall sides and deep entry vee allow 

for total comfort and security in rough 

waters. It’s the perfect choice for hardcore 

anglers who won’t let the weather get in 

their way.

                                        weldcraftmarine.com

220

240

220/240
MAVERICK DV

        

220 - 24’
240 - 26’

102”
84” x .190” 

W/REVERSE CHINE

39” x 
.125”  

220  -  2150#

240  -  2400# 28° Bow To 18° 
Variable at 
Transom

220   -    300Max HP 
240   -    350Max HP

102” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

220/240 MAVERICK DV
SPECIFICATIONS

220  -  62gal 
240  -  62gal

We’ll keep you calm — and the fish very nervous. As with every Weldcraft, you always get more 

than you need: a boat that’s smooth, stable, predictable — just like the fish of your dreams. The 

220/240 Maverick is designed to have everything — except competition — for one simple purpose: 

satisfying the buyer who wants, or needs, it all. Whether big families, extended camping trips, or 

endless hours of watching wakeboard wipeouts… the 220/240 Maverick is always at the ready. The 

look is rugged and bold. The performance, smooth and aggressive. The drive, totally exhilarating. 

From the well-appointed helm, you can power the 220/240 Maverick with single or twin outboard 

engines, or a MerCruiser Sterndrive. It can accommodate a small trolling motor to please avid an-

glers. Passengers will enjoy sporty, deluxe new Captain’s seats featuring armrests on heavy-duty, 

adjustable pedestals. Multiple top options, including a full hardtop and gullwing center door, 

embody true year-round comfort. The bottom design offers an extra handling confidence, thanks 

to Weldcraft’s innovative reverse chine and integral, one-piece extended bottom outboard bracket. 

You asked for it and Weldcraft 
delivered. Both the 220 and 240  
Maverick DV  provide even more  
freeboard than ever before. Now 
with taller, 39” sides, you can 
have even greater seaworthiness  
when the winds kick up and  the 
waves start to build. You’ll also 
have increased security for 
children and pets on board. 

HIGHER SIDES =

HIGHER
PERFORMANCE
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“Length” measurement includes Outback Bracket

NOW FEATURING 
DELUXE CAPTAIN’S SEATS



220/240/260/280/300 OCEAN KING
THE SMOOTHEST OPERATOR ON THE ROUGHEST WATER. 

NEW UPSWEPT BOW
The Ocean King was radically redesigned 

with an aggressive upswept bow to provide 

the utmost in seaworthiness. Wherever 

you are, if the wind whips up and waves 

rise as a result, the Ocean King will get 

you home safely. Its 28º bow deadrise 

swiftly makes short work of big water.

                                        weldcraftmarine.com

220

240

260

280

300

220/240/260/280/300
OCEAN KING

        

220 - 24’
240 - 26’
260 - 28’
280 - 30’
300 - 32’

102”

84” x .190” 
W/REVERSE CHINE

39” x 
.125”  

220   -  3125# 
240  -  3325# 

260  -  3650#

280  -  4100# 

300  -  4550# 

28° Bow To 18° 
Variable at 
Transom

220   -    300Max HP 
240   -    350Max HP 
260   -    400Max HP 
280   -    500Max HP

300   -    500Max HP

102” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

220/240/260/280/300 OCEAN KING
SPECIFICATIONS

220   -    90gal 
240  - 127gal 

260  - 127gal

280  - 127gal

300  - 127gal

Wind-whipped waves won’t stand a chance when the Weldcraft Ocean King heads their way.  

They’ll be smoothly and swiftly pushed aside, thanks to Weldcraft’s renowned reverse chine 

design that boasts an aggressive deep vee.  With a 28° bow, 102” beam, and the security of 

39” sides, you’ll have all the confidence you need to pursue salmon, troll for tuna, or battle 

sturgeon anywhere you go. Topside, the Ocean King features a fully enclosed welded cabin 

with abundant space and unexpected comfort for your entire crew.  Amenities include new 

Mariner suspension seats with swivel bases, bench-to-bed seating, and endless options for the 

galley and head.  Out in back, the deck’s designed with the hard-core angler in mind.  It’s wide 

open, with a spacious rear deck, transom bait box/fish box with cutting board lid, and plenty of 

space to mount downriggers, rod holders or a crab davit.  There’s even a huge fish box under 

the floor, on 240 and larger models, with a macerator pump for easy clean-up.  Best of all, the 

Ocean King comes with a 64-million-square-mile playground to make it the smooth, swift way 

for navigating the nastiest water — at  no additional charge.

You know how and where you’ll use your 
Ocean King best. We know how to 
customize it to exceed your expectations.  
We work hand-in-hand with our dealers to 
plan the features and optional accessories 
that will help create the perfect fishing, 
living and cruising space for you. Every-
thing from marine heads, to reversible 
dinettes, to cook stations and seating 
variations, is available.

FLEXIBLE
CABIN
LAYOUT
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“Length” measurement includes Outback Bracket

NOW FEATURING 
MARINER SUSPENSION SEATS

84” x .250” 
W/REVERSE CHINE

39” x 
.160”  



240/260/280/300 CUDDY KING
THE “YES” FOR THE ANGLER WHO NEVER SAYS “NO.”

THE BOUNTY OF THE SEA.
You simply can’t be more comfortable, 

more confident, or more complete. The 

Cuddy King has taken over the offshore 

waters from Alaska to California, and 

large lakes as well. You’d be hard-pressed 

to find another design that allows you to 

fish as effectively or provide a better all-

around boating experience.

                                      weldcraftmarine.com

240

260

280

300

240/260/280/300 
CUDDY KING

        

240 - 26’
260 - 28’ 

280 - 30’ 

300 - 32’

102” 96” x .250” 
W/REVERSE CHINE

40” x 
.160”  

240   -  4400# 
260  -  4700# 

280  -  5000#

300  -  5300# 

60° Bow To 20° 
Variable at 
Transom

240   -    400Max HP 
260   -    500Max HP 
280   -    500Max HP 
300   -    500Max HP

102” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

240/260/280/300 CUDDY KING
SPECIFICATIONS

130gal 

175gal
optional

When the fishing gets tough, anyone worth their salt knows the tough get fishing. The 

Weldcraft Cuddy King has been crowned the ruler of the coastal waters. You’ll capture the 

heart of most cunning fish, and much more, with the Cuddy King’s unexpected amenities, 

the finest ride characteristics, and more room to fish and relax — all skillfully netted together 

in signature Weldcraft style. With a steep 60° bow entry, upswept bow, and true reverse 

chine on a wide 8’ bottom, the Cuddy King features first-class ride characteristics. In close 

quarters, the handling is superb thanks to wide-open visibility, easy-to-operate controls and 

the ability to turn on a dime. The Cuddy King was designed with cabin flexibility in mind, 

offering standard cabin models and endless options for a marine head and galley 

configurations. Additional features include a trailerable 8-1/2’ beam, .190” aluminum rear 

deck floors, optional 175-gallon fuel tank, and single or twin outboards. How can you say 

“no” to all of this? Yes indeed, the royal King of Anglers eagerly awaits your every command.

Rather than offer just a few fixed designs,  
Weldcraft lets you pick the cabin that fits  
all your needs perfectly. Choose from four  
cabin lengths from 7’ to more than 11’ 
(depending on model) and 16 unique interior 
configurations. Everything from marine 
heads, to reversible dinettes, to cook stations 
and seating variations, is available. You 
know how and where you’ll use your 
Cuddy King best. We know how to customize 
it to surpass your cabin-comfort expectations.

FLEXIBLE CABIN
CONFIGURATIONS

AJR WINDOW SETS FOR ALL CABIN 
CONFIGURATIONS.
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“Length” measurement includes Outback Bracket



CUDDY KING 
FEATURES

Cabin Length: Standard (other configurations available) 84” 96” 96” 96” 

Full Hardtop with forward leaning windows, 3” top rails • • • •

Alaskan bulkhead w/ AJR slider door • • • •

AJR windows: front, rear bulkhead, 
• • • •bow, escape hatch, sliding side with screens

AJR rear side windows N/A • • •

Cabin lights, carpeted sidewalls, grab handles • • • •

Cuddy cabin with escape hatch, side windows, 
• • • •storage, full V-berth cushion set, 2 lights

Enclosed marine head (electric flush porcelain toilet &  
pump out, 6 gallon holding tank, seawater flush, light)  N/A  Opt Opt Opt
(Requires 116” optional cabin length)

Marine galley with ice box, sink, electric faucet, 9 gallon   
freshwater, butane stove with cutting board cover  N/A  Opt Opt Opt
(Requires 116” optional cabin length)

V-berth marine head – toilet, pump out, holding tank Opt Opt Opt Opt 

Porta Potti with privacy curtain – located in V-berth Opt Opt Opt Opt

Diesel heater with defrost Opt Opt Opt Opt

Suspension seats with swivels on riser boxes • • • •

Storage bench seats with back rests                                Varies by Cabin Length

Storage bench-to-bed storage seats Opt Opt Opt Opt

Cabin sub floor storage, side trays with rod racks • • • •

Two rear deck storable step seats • • • •

Choice of sand or gray interior color package • • • •

Marine plywood floors with vinyl in cabin • • • •

More options available – check with Dealer Opt Opt Opt Opt

FINISHES
Zolatone paint w/clearcoat on/in cabin, windshield • • • •

Vinyl side graphics & Sharkhide sides • • • •

Choice of 3 zolatone colors • • • •

Exterior cabin and half side paint Opt Opt Opt Opt

Full side and exterior cabin paint Opt Opt Opt Opt

Two tone color side and exterior cabin paint Opt Opt Opt Opt
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Swept bow with rails, non-skid deck paint •  •  •  •
Self-bailing aft deck, aluminum floors, non-skid paint 86” 98” 122” 146”
Offshore bracket with integrated extended bottom                                    ––––––Single or Twin Motors––––––

Full reverse chine hull design, extruded chines •  •  •  •
Transom bait box with cutting board lid •  •  •  •
Self draining anchor locker •  •  •  •
Standard aft sub-floor fish box 27” x 60” 39” x 60” 39” x 60” 39” x 60”

Optional X-large aft sub-floor fish box 39” x 60” 50” x 60” 50” x 60” 50” x 60”
 Max fuel 130  Max fuel 130    Max Fuel 130  Max Fuel 130 

130 gallon fuel cell • • • •
175 gallon fuel cell (not available with X-Large fish box) Opt Opt Opt Opt
Transom access panels •  •  •  •
Gunwale side tray access step & seats with handholds •  •  •  •
Heavy duty welded bow eye, welded stern eyes •  •  •  •
7 – 8” welded cast cleats, zinc anodes • • • •
Anchor pulpit Opt Opt Opt Opt
Two step boarding ladder with grab handle Opt Opt Opt Opt
Radar arch (bolt-on, zolatoned) Opt Opt Opt Opt
Rocket launcher rod holder (6) roof top mount Opt Opt Opt Opt

CONTROLS & ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Hydraulic assist steering •  •  •  •
Single motor dash panel, fuel gauge, tach, volt meter •  •  •  •
Twin motor dash panel, fuel gauge, tach, volt meter Opt Opt Opt Opt
Single or dual binnacle control (Pre-rig package) Opt Opt Opt Opt
Electric trim tabs •  •  •  •
Navigation & anchor lights, marine horn •  •  •  •
Dual battery wiring w/ isolator switch  •  •  •  •
3 - 1250gph bilge pumps with auto float switches • • • •
Highwater bilge alarm indicator in aft bilge area.

Washdown kit, hose, nozzle, holder • • • •
Remote spotlight, rear facing fixed lights Opt Opt Opt Opt

CUDDY KING 
HULL
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THE KING CAN STORE 
YOUR GEAR ROYALLY!

THE POWER CHOICE
IS COMPLETELY 
YOURS.

• Under floor storage – full length of  
 cabin & V-berth
• Optional overhead rocket launcher  
 for rod storage
• Under-seat boxes in cabin 
 & V-berth cushions
• Inside seat riser boxes
• Rear deck floor fish box 
 (outboards only)
• Dual side trays run full length 
• Roof top with welded hand rails
• Transom bait box with split  
 cutting board lid
• Dash console storage with 
 equipment panel access

OUTBOARD OR 
INBOARD DIESEL.
The Cuddy King is available with 
standard outboard power, single or 
twin diesel power, and optional jet 
or sterndrive propulsion. Visit 
weldcraftmarine.com or see your local 
Weldcraft dealer for further details 
and performance data.

260 CUDDY KING 
PERFORMANCE AS 
TESTED BY YAMAHA

TWIN YAMAHA F115

 RPM MPH GPH MPG

 4000 21.4 9.7 2.21

 4500 25.6 12.2 2.09

 5000 29.4 13.6 2.16

 5500 33.2 16.0 2.07 

 6000 37.4 21.0 1.78

TWIN YAMAHA F150

 RPM MPH GPH MPG

 4000 28.0 11.9 2.35

 4500 32.4 14.8 2.19

 5000 37.1 18.7 1.98

 5500 40.6 23.7 1.71

 6000 44.0 29.8  1.48

• See authorized Weldcraft dealer for 
 additional cabin lengths and layouts.
• Dimensions and features may vary by 
 cabin length and layout.
• See Weldcraftmarine.com for additional 
 features, photos and specifications.

Tan interior package. Various cabin lengths 
and seating options available

Marine galley w/stainless steel sink.
Electric water pump, optional 2 burner stove

Transom with transom door

Marine galley and headSide and roof mounted rod holders

Optional marine head Deck ladder

Locking rod storage (open)Gray interior package. Optional 
V-berth locking doors

Optional V-berth head Rear helm controls

Fish box with split cutting board lid (open)Under seat storage.
Bench seats convert to bed

V-berth interior includes: cushions, hatch, 
lights (2) windows (2) & tons of storage

Floor fish box (variety of sizes)

Side cabin roof ladderUnder floor secure storage

Optional dinette Optional welded rub rails

Transom door and boarding ladderBench seat w/storage

Optional Cuddy galley with refrigerator Open transom door

Bow boarding ladder
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17’ 3” 94” 72” x .250” 33” x  
.125”

2820# 8°
Constant

MARINE POWER 
350EFI V-8

AMERICAN TURBINE SD-309 

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

198X
SPECIFICATONS

42gal19’

                                      weldcraftmarine.com        

And you thought the days of small jet boat exhilaration were gone. Not a chance! The     

all-new 198X from Weldcraft is making waves everywhere there are skinny rivers to run, 

shallow gravel bars to cross, and fun to be had. At the heart and soul of this boat 

is Weldcraft’s industry-leading, all-welded construction. It’s built to handle the roughest 

water while keeping everyone and everything onboard safe and dry. A 1/4” bottom is 

standard for the ultimate durability. Powered by a reliable and fuel-efficient 350 EFI V8 and 

American Turbine SD-309 jet, the 198X gets up and goes in as little as two boat lengths 

and turns on a dime. Add the comfort and security of knowing there is no prop to 

damage and an entirely new playground is open for your enjoyment. Weldcraft perfected 

the whitewater hull decades ago. Now we’ve combined it with comfort and style that 

is so fun to play with you may never want to turn it off. The 198X presents the finest 

upholstered seating, elegant decor and contemporary design to excite everyone on board.

NEW FOR 2013: 198X

Few boats can go where the 198X can take 
you. Its incredibly shallow draft hull and 
aggressive horsepower allows the 198X to 
cross shallows other boats shy away from. 
Anglers, hunters, and thrill-seekers alike will 
never be stopped again.

SKINNY 
WATER 
SPECIALIST.

FULL THROTTLE EXCITEMENT
The 198X puts the driver in total control 

and provides the visibilty critical for 

navigating whitewater and boulder-

strewn rapids. Sit comfortably in the 

fully adjustable, deluxe captains seat or 

stand at the helm for the ultimate view. 

The single lever, shift throttle contol 

is dash-mounted and ergonomically 

positioned to give you a natural stance 

when quick reactions may be required. It 

also makes loading and unloading from 

the trailer a breeze.

198X

198X
FLY THE NEWEST WELDCRAFT JET!



18/20 RENEGADE INBOARD JET 
THE MOST THRILLING CATCH YOU CAN MAKE.

14° at 
Transom

2O/21 SABRE INBOARD JET
OVER AND ABOVE, THE HEIGHT OF ANGLING INNOVATION.

20’ 3”

21’ 
94”

72” x .190” 
20’  -  2600# 
21’  -  2800# 12° at 

Transom

5.7L MEFI-5 (CATALYZED)
AMERICAN TURBINE SD-309

(OPTIONAL ENGINES/JET 
PUMPS AVAILABLE)

94” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

20/21 SABRE INBOARD JET
SPECIFICATIONS

62gal33” x 
.125”  

On the water-filled playgrounds of the West, the Renegade is always the first one out and the 

last one back. It’s just plain thrilling to drive, fish, and play on one. The Renegade’s sporty yet 

versatile nature means it’s always ready for whatever you are. The walk-through windshield 

provides easy access to the bow. A flexible seating arrangement includes two pedestal seats with 

optional bench seats including storage. The powerful 310 horsepower, 5.7L MEFI-5 V-8 — now 

fully catalyzed to meet current EPA standards — is coupled to an American Turbine SD 309 jet 

pump. You’ll navigate whitewater, pull the kids on water toys and zip over shallow gravel bars 

with equal ease. You won’t find another boat equipped like this that’s so affordable. The roguish 

Renegade will put wind in your hair, bugs in your teeth, and change in your pocket.

For power at its most compact, the 
200 OptiMax Sportjet offers Mercury’s 
award-winning, two-stroke Direct 
Injection fuel delivery system. OptiMax 
provides instant turnkey starting, no-
smoke operation, plus outstanding 
fuel economy and superior power. 

OPTIONAL 

200HP 
SPORTJET

You want an inboard jet that’s capable of taking your friends and family up whitewater rapids 

to fish, camp, and explore. You don’t want to have to refinance the house to afford it. Meet the 

Weldcraft 20/21 Sabre. This dynamic duo delivers abundant passenger room and all of the fortitude 

you’ll need for maximum recreational enjoyment. With a 6’-wide bottom, the Sabre has a unique 

footprint that balances perfectly with the standard inboard 350 V8 and AT SD-309 pump. (Other 

motor and jet options available.) Above all, it runs higher and drier than its closest rivals, but leaves 

them all in the jetwash when you punch the throttle. The Sabre is now equipped with sporty,          

deluxe Captain’s seats featuring armrests on heavy-duty, adjustable pedestals. It’s also loaded with a 

5-piece walk-through windshield and a complete weather-tight top. (Optional mariner suspension 

seats, fixed-frame top, and bench-to-bed conversion storage seats are available.) Get our angle?

Not only are Weldcraft boat tops 
crafted in-house, they’re custom- 
ized to match the ruggedness 
and functionality their owners 
demand. The weather-tight fabric 
is impervious to the elements — 
and sewn with bonded polyester 
thread with UV inhibitors for long- 
lasting durability and stylishness.

COVERED WITH 
STYLISH INNOVATION

18’ 1” 

20’ 
86” 66” x .160” 

18’   -  2400# 
20’  -  2500# 

5.7L MEFI-5 (CATALYZED)
AMERICAN TURBINE SD-309 
(OPTIONAL 200HP OPTIMAX SPORTJET)

86” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

18/20 RENEGADE INBOARD JET
SPECIFICATIONS

18’  -  42gal 
20’  -  62gal

18’ -  30” x  .100”  

20’ -  30” x  .125”

FULLY CATALYZED 
ENGINE.

DELUXE CAPTAIN’S SEATS. 
FULLY CATALYZED ENGINE.

22                                  23

12° at 
Transom



21 LEGACY INBOARD JET
FOR THE HARD-CORE ANGLER, WE’VE ENGINEERED THE 
HARD-CORE WORKHORSE.

21’ 94” 72” x .190” 33” x 
.125” 3100# 

14° at 
Transom

5.7L MEFI-5 (CATALYZED)
HAMILTON 212 TURBO

94” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

21 LEGACY INBOARD JET
SPECIFICATIONS

62gal

Considered the premier inboard jet boat in the popular 21’ category, the Weldcraft Legacy is a 

superior blend of performance, power, and ownership pride. With the Legacy’s ability to safely 

navigate whitewater rapids and cross shallow bars, it puts an entirely new spin on “getting 

away for the weekend.” For starters, there’s the signature raised rear deck with wrap-around 

rails. The aerodynamic partial hard top arches high above a spacious cabin. Right down to the 

smallest detail, everything’s been painstakingly engineered for first-place form and function. 

The Legacy is proud of its muscles as well. All 21 feet and 3100 pounds jump onto plane the 

instant the throttle detects your command to accelerate. On step, its 72” wide bottom and 

14° hull deadrise create one of the fastest, most responsive, nimble, true-tracking, dynamic 

cornering, and smooth-running boats in its class. 

Weldcraft pioneered and introduced the 
innovative raised rear deck in the 1970s. 
Today, it’s better than ever. Features include 
high deck rails, corner rail seats, level 
f loor,  easy-access locking storage 
compartments on both sides of the 
engine. The 21’ Legacy is the perfect — 
and perfectly steady — platform for catch-
ing a few rays or a few (or lots of) big ones.

A TIRELESS
PERFORMER 

MARINER SUSPENSION SEATS. 
FULLY CATALYZED ENGINE.

22/24 SELECT INBOARD JET
FOR RELIANCE ON THE WATER THAT’S FAR ABOVE 
AND WAY BEYOND.

22’ 

24’ 
102” 84” x .190” 

22’  -  3400# 
24’  -  3800# 12° at Transom

6.0L MEFI-5 (CATALYZED)
(OPTIONAL ENGINES AVAILABLE

HAMILTON 212 TURBO

102” X  .190”
TRANSOM:

LENGTH BEAM BOTTOM SIDES DRY WEIGHT FUEL DEADRISE MAX. HP RATING

22/24 SELECT INBOARD JET
SPECIFICATIONS

93gal34” x 
.125”  

The Select series is a spirited workhorse that never stays put for long. Regarded among the 

best whitewater boats ever built, Weldcraft’s Select series has a hull specifically designed to 

master the roughest conditions. It will take extreme punishment. The bottom lifts the hull so 

it climbs standing waves, then cushions the descent without taking water over the bow or 

“bulling” through the next roller. On plane, the Select will gracefully cross-shallow water a 

mere 8” inches deep. Both the 22’ and 24’ lengths are built on ultra-wide 84” bottoms that 

are .190” thick. A 12° bottom vee is standard. You can opt for more power, but the standard 

GM Vortec 6.0 liter V-8 coupled to a Hamilton 212 jet pump provides the optimal power-to-

weight ratio. Standard configuration includes a welded frame top, slider side windows, and 

new Mariner suspension seats. Partial or full hardtop available.

Three decades ago, Weldcraft perfected the
whitewater hull. Now we’ve combined it 
with comfort and style that are so much fun 
to play with, you may never want to turn it 
off. The Select comes programmed with the  
finest upholstered seating, elegant decor  
and contemporary design certain to make  
all players aboard game for any adventure.

THE WATER’S 
PLAYSTATION® 
FOR GROWN-UPS.

MARINER SUSPENSION SEATS. 
FULLY CATALYZED ENGINE.
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 CAPACITY                 HULL SPECS                            COMFORT FEATURES

 
27 5/ 1470# 115 1326 0.160” x 66” 0.100” x 34” 10°  Option 5 piece Option

 2 Standard folding seats 
Opt Std

  
Vinyl side graphics choice of 7 colors           on pedestal bases

      
27 6 / 1700#

 
150

 
1451 0.160” x 66” 0.100” x 34” 10° Option 5 piece Option

 2 Standard folding seats  
Opt Std 

 
Vinyl side graphics choice of 7 colors

  
             on pedestal bases    

 
42 6 / 1700# 150 1360 0.160” x 72” 0.100” x 34”

 24° variable to 14°  
Option 3 piece Std

 2 Deluxe folding seats 
Opt Opt X

 
Sharkhide treated sides       with reverse chine    on pedestal bases

 
42 6 / 2090# 200 1650 0.190” x 72” 0.125” x 37.5”

 24° variable to 14°  
3/4 3 piece Std

 2 Deluxe folding seats 
Opt Opt X

 Outback bracket,
       with reverse chine    on pedestal bases    Sharkhide treated sides

 
62 7 / 2450# 250 1900 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 36”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 
5 piece

 
Std

 2 Deluxe Captains seats w/ arm rests &  2 - 37” Storage bench seats with  
Opt X

 Driver wiper, outback bracket,   
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom   HD adjustable pedestal bases   backrests & dry storage boxes    full gauge package, bow anchor locker, hydraulic steering

 
62 8 / 2800# 300 2150 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 
5 piece

 
Std

 2 Deluxe Captains seats w/ arm rests & 2 - 47” Storage bench seats with  
Opt X

 Driver wiper, outback bracket,   
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom   HD adjustable pedestal bases backrests on dry storage boxes    full gauge package, bow anchor locker, hydraulic steering

 
62 8 / 3100# 350 2400 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 
5 piece

 
Std

 2 Deluxe Captains seats w/ arm rests & 2 - 47” Storage bench seats with  
Opt X

 Driver wiper, outback bracket,   
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom   HD adjustable pedestal bases  backrests on dry storage boxes    full gauge package, bow anchor locker, hydraulic steering 

 
90 7 / 2900# 300 3125 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full  3 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats 2 - 47” Bench to bed seats on  
Opt X

 Bait box w/cutting board lid   
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & cabin door with swivels storage boxes & insert cushion    Diesel Jet Available

 
127 8 / 3200# 350 3325 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 3 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats 2 - 53” Bench to bed seats on  
Opt X

 Floor fish box w/ macerator pump, Bait box 
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & cabin door with swivels  storage boxes & insert cushion    w/cutting board lid, Diesel & Jet Available

 
127 9 / 3500# 400 3650 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 3 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats 2 - 53” Bench to bed seats on  
Opt X

 Floor fish box w/ macerator pump, Bait box 
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & cabin door with swivels  storage boxes & insert cushion    w/cutting board lid, Diesel & Jet Available

 
127

 
9 / 3800# 500 4100 0.250” x 84” 0.160” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 3 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats  2 - 53” Bench to bed seats on  
Opt X

 Floor fish box w/ macerator pump, Bait box 
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & cabin door with swivels  storage boxes & insert cushion    w/cutting board lid, Diesel & Jet Available

 
127

 
10 / 4000# 500 4550 0.250” x 84” 0.160” x 39”

 28° variable to 18°  Full 3 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats  2 - 53” Bench to bed seats on  
Opt X

 Floor fish box w/ macerator pump, Bait box 
       with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & cabin door with swivels  storage boxes & insert cushion    w/cutting board lid, Diesel & Jet Available

 130 std 
8 / 3900# 400 4400 0.250” x 96” 0.160” x 40”

 60° variable to 20° Full 2 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats  2 - 37” Storage bench seats with  
X

 Floor fish box, bait box w/cutting board lid,
 175 opt      with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & forward raked windshield  on riser boxes with swivels and storage backrests & dry storage boxes    washdown, dual wipers, jet drive available

 130 std 
9 / 4200# 500 4700 0.250” x 96” 0.160” x 40”

 60° variable to 20° Full 2 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats 2 - 47” Bench to bed seats on  
X

 Floor fish box, bait box w/cutting board lid,
 175 opt      with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & forward raked windshield on riser boxes with swivels and storage storage boxes & insert cushion    washdown, dual wipers, jet drive available

 130 std 
10 / 4500# 500 5000 0.250” x 96” 0.160” x 40”

 60° variable to 20° Full 2 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats 2 - 47” Bench to bed seats on  
X

 Floor fish box, bait box w/cutting board lid,
 175 opt      with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & forward raked windshield on riser boxes with swivels and storage storage boxes & insert cushion    washdown, dual wipers, jet drive available

 130 std 
10 / 4800# 500 5300 0.250” x 96” 0.160” x 40”

 60° variable to 20° Full 2 piece front, Full hardtop with Alaskan 2 Mariner suspension seats 2 - 47” Bench to bed seats on  
X

 Floor fish box, bait box w/cutting board lid,
 175 opt      with reverse chine w/integrated bottom slider sides bulkhead & forward raked windshield on riser boxes with swivels and storage storage boxes & insert cushion    washdown, dual wipers, jet drive available

 
42 5 / 1300# n/a 2400 0.160” x 66” 0.100” x 30” 12° 3/4 5 piece Std

 2 Deluxe folding seats on  2 - 26” Storage bench seats with 
Opt X

 5.7L MEFI-5 (catalyzed),   
           pedestal bases backrests & dry storage boxes   Amer Turbine SD-309, heater and defroster

 
42 5 / 1300# n/a 2050 0.160” x 66” 0.100” x 30” 12° 3/4 5 piece Opt

 2 Deluxe folding seats on  
Opt Std X

 Mercury 200 OptiMax Sportjet 
           pedestal bases        

 
62 6 / 1450# n/a 2500 0.160” x 66” 0.125” x 30” 12° 3/4

 
5 piece Std

 2 Deluxe folding seats on  2 - 26” Storage bench seats with 
Opt X

 5.7L MEFI-5 (catalyzed), 
           pedestal bases backrests & dry storage boxes   Amer Turbine SD-309, heater and defroster

 62 6 / 1450# n/a 2150 0.160” x 66” 0.125” x 30” 12° 3/4 5 piece Opt
 2 Deluxe folding seats on  

Opt Std X
 Mercury 200 OptiMax Sportjet

           pedestal bases      

 62 6 / 1700 n/a 2600 0.190” x 72” 0.125” x 33” 12° 3/4 5 piece Std
 2 Deluxe Captains seats w/ arm rests     2 - 37” Storage bench seats with 

Opt X
 5.7L MEFI-5 (catalyzed),  

           on HD adjustable pedistal bases backrests & dry storage boxes   Amer Turbine SD-309  

 
62 7 /1800 n/a 2800 0.190” x 72” 0.125” x 33” 12° 3/4 5 piece Std

 2 Deluxe Captains seats w/ arm rests 2 - 37” Storage bench seats with 
Opt X

 5.7L MEFI-5 (catalyzed),   
           on HD adjustable pedistal bases on suspension pedistal bases   Amer Turbine SD-390

 62 7 / 1800 n/a 3100 0.190” x 72” 0.125” x 33” 14°  3/4 3 piece front, Partial hard top with removable 2 Mariner suspension seats  2 - 37” Bench to bed Std + X 5.7L MEFI-5 (catalyzed), Hamilton 212 Turbo, 
          slider sides front canvas with swivels seats on storage boxes Livewell  w/dual wipers, dual batteries high deck & rail

 93 8 / 2200 n/a 3400 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 34” 12°  3/4 3 piece front, Fixed frame welded top 2 Mariner suspension seats  2 - 47” Bench to bed Opt X 6.0L MEFI-5 (catalyzed) , Hamilton 212  
          slider sides  with swivels seats on storage boxes with swivels     turbo, dual wipers, dual batteries

 93 9 / 2400 n/a 3800 0.190” x 84” 0.125” x 34” 12°  3/4 3 piece front, Fixed frame welded top 2 Mariner suspension seats  2 - 53” Bench to bed Opt X 6.0L MEFI-5 (catalyzed), Hamilton 212  
          slider sides  with swivels seats on storage boxes with swivels     turbo, dual wipers, dual batteries

weldcraftmarine.com
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42 6 / 1650# n/a 2820 0.250” x 72” 0.125” x 33” 8° Full Width

 
5 piece Std

 2 Deluxe Captains seats    
Opt X

 350EFI V-8 (catalyzed), 
           w/arm rests on HD adjustable pedistal bases Opt   Amer Turbine SD-309, heavy duty heater and defroster
  

18 Angler 

20 Angler “New” 

188 Rebel

 202 Rebel

201 Maverick DV

220 Maverick DV

240 Maverick DV

220 Ocean King

240 Ocean King

260 Ocean King

280 Ocean King

300 Ocean King

240 Cuddy King

260 Cuddy King

280 Cuddy King

300 Cuddy King

18 Renegade

18 Renegade Sportjet

198X “New”

20 Renegade

20 Renegade Sportjet

20 Sabre

21 Sabre

21 Legacy

22 Select

24 Select



weldcraftmarine.com
For more information on Weldcraft boats, options, and accessories, 
or to locate your nearest Weldcraft dealer, please visit our website. 

A Renaissance Marine Group, Inc. Brand
1061 16th Ave., P.O. Box 580

Clarkston, WA 99403

Phone: 509-758-9189   Toll Free: 800-597-9189

A RENAISSANCE MARINE GROUP, INC. BRAND

Boat like your future depends on it. Practice safe boating in all your adventures. Yield the right of way to non-powered crafts 

like rafts and canoes, and slow down when passing other fishermen or boaters. Keep your wake low along erosion-prone 

banks, and never harass waterfowl or wildlife. Above all, keep lifesaving equipment close at hand and wear a life jacket. 

Show that you care. Drive like you mean it.

OUR WARRANTY

Our welded aluminum hulls are warranted in writing against structural defects in material or workmanship for as long as the 

original purchaser owns the boat. For details and coverage guidelines, including limitations for commercial and international 

users, please see the written Weldcraft Limited Warranty and Owner’s Manual at your local dealer.

DISCLAIMER ON PHOTOS AND CHANGES

Some photos show models with dealer added options. PFD’s not always visible in all photos. Models, specifications, features 

and options are subject to change without notice as Weldcraft seeks continued product improvements. Please check with 

your local full-service Weldcraft dealer for all the latest information about all the features and options available.

You’ll Experience Exceptional Perfor-
mance from Weldcraft  Dealers As Well.

Weldcraft believes your boat purchase and 

your long-term boating needs are best met 

by working with qualified, independent 

marine dealers in your local community. 

Authorized Weldcraft dealers are carefully 

selected to provide immediate attention 

to your needs, expert advice, and superior 

service. Your local dealers know your local 

waters best. Visit our website today to 

locate the dealer nearest to you and to your 

favorite playground.

Marine Industries


